LMC LF POLLED AMBASSADOR

A World Class POLLED Brahman Stud

LMC LF Ambassador 700/7 is an
awesome POLLED herd bull
prospect that offers the TOTAL
package. He is sired by JDH
Mr. George Manso 187/1 who
goes back to the popular JDH
Remington and JDH Union
Manso bulls. Ambassador is sound,
thick, correct, strong topped and is rich
in breed character, bone and eye appeal.
He is out of a super functional and good
uddered 14 year old POLLED V8 donor
cow that goes back to the popular Register
of Renown bulls - JDH Remington Manso
and the National Champion Mayro 257.
We are selling eight 1/10th semen interests.
Call or email for more info.

We Are Excited About The Future
of POLLED Brahman Cattle !!!
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LMC Soldier is the latest in a long line of champion
WORLD CLASS Simbrah herd bulls produced at La
Muneca. We have bred four of the last five Grand and
four of the last five Reserve Grand Champions at the
prestigious Houston International Simbrah show.
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LMC Smokem is our PIONEER SIMBRAVIEH Herd Sire
that is a GENETIC POWERHOUSE. We have ten full
sisters that are the nucleus of our herd. Look for this
new American breed to become a household name in the
BEEF WORLD soon. Semen sells for $50 per unit.

WTR Jolt is a Fullblood Braunvieh sired by the immortal
Vernon and an Admiral daughter. He is the only Braunvieh
to ever win all four major shows. We have two great sets
of Simbravieh calves sired by him that are the Right
Kind. Semen sells for $25 per unit.
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Simbrahs, Simbraviehs, Braunviehs and POLLED Brahmans
CARLOS & SISTER GUERRA FAMILY

A BIG HEARTY THANKS goes out to our ole buddies
Bud & Lupita Wentz on their investment in ½ interest
of LMC LF Manu 600/6. They are assembling a great
herd of Brahman and Simbrah cattle concentrating on
QUALITY. They know how to pick the good ones.
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